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SUMMER
FUN!

School is about out for the summer, which
has made me start to hum songs such
as Alice Cooper’s School’s Out, and Olivia
Newton John’s/John Travolta’s Summer
Nights. It has also made me think of all
the ways that our students and staff can
be safe over the summer. Summertime is
for hanging by the pool, being outdoors
longer, and going on vacations. While
these events can be very relaxing and
enjoyable there are healthy ways to make
the experience positive and memorable.

•

Never leave a child unattended in the
pool or near the pool/water for any
length of time, if you get up to leave,
assign someone to take the place of
being the “watcher”

•

Teach your children how to swim

•

Avoid swimming next to drains or

-Jacqueline McEuen MSN, RN
playing near drains
•

Put down your book or phone if you
are the assigned “watcher”
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Skin Safety
I love the sun! I would sit outside all
day if I could. Because I love the sun
so much, it is important to make sure
that I am taking care of my largest
organ!! According to the Skin Cancer
Foundation (2022), “On average, a
person’s risk for melanoma doubles
if they have had more than five
sunburns, but just one blistering
sunburn in childhood or adolescence
more than doubles a person’s chances
of developing melanoma later in life.”
Here are some ways to protect your
skin while enjoying the outdoors:

•

Use a sunscreen that is broad spectrum
(covers UVA and UVB rays) SPF of at least 15

•

Follow directions on bottle for how often
you should reapply. One application is not
enough if you are going to be out in the sun
all day.

•

If you are doing water activities, you will need
to reapply sunscreen more frequently. Check
the directions on the bottle that you are
using.

•

Cover all exposed skin with sunscreen

•

Wearing clothing to cover skin, such as longsleeve shirts, pants, sunglasses, and broadbrim hats.

•

Try to limit your outdoor activities from
10am to 2pm. During these hours the sun is
stronger and more intense.

•

Eye Safety is important when it comes to the
sun as well. Wear sunglasses that have 100%
UV protection. According to the FDA (2021),
“the darkness of the lens does not indicate its
ability to shield your eyes from UV rays. Many
sunglasses with light-colored tints – such as
green, amber, red, and gray – can offer the
same UV protection as very dark lenses”.
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Hydration
According to the National Center
on Health, Physical Activity and
Disability (2022), “Proper hydration is
critical for optimal body functioning,
but it is also important to take in
the right fluids. Recent literature
has indicated that juice may not
be the best source of fluids to assist
with maintaining proper hydration
in the summer months. For optimal
absorption, a beverage should
contain only 4% to 8% carbohydrate.
This amount can be found in
some sports drinks; however, fruit
juices and sodas are closer to 10%
carbohydrate and take longer
to be absorbed. Therefore, the
amount of sugar (fructose or highfructose corn syrup) within a glass
of juice may not assist with proper
hydration due to slow absorption”.
If you have a hard time drinking
just plain water, you can add a
fresh piece of fruit or herb in the
glass by adding a lemon wedge,
lime wedge, blueberries, pineapple
chunks, cucumber slices, sprigs of
mint, strawberries, and watermelon.
You can have these by themselves
in a glass of water, or in any
combination.

Bicycle /
Skateboarding /
Rollerblading /
ATV Safety

•
•
•
•

Find someone to go riding with you
Have a phone with you in case of an
emergency - only use phone in an
emergency - do not text and ride/drive
Wear a Helmet
If this is the first time riding or
operating, practice on a flat surface

According to the CDC If you like
recreational activities that involve
wheels, concrete or asphalt, then protect
your brain by wearing a helmet.

Your helmet should fit properly and be:
• Well taken care of
• Age appropriate
• Worn consistently and correctly
• Appropriately certified for use
While there is no concussion-proof
helmet, a helmet can help protect you
from a serious brain or head injury. Even
with a helmet, it’s important for you to
avoid hits to the head.
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